
 

  

Only digital MSK solution to 
receive highest validation of 
medical claims savings

Musculoskeletal disorders remain one of the top costs to employers. 
Physical pain also has a human cost in lost wages, reduced quality of life, 
and ultimately impaired mental health. A member’s MSK journey often 
shows a predictable progression of increasing spend; however, Hinge 
Health has helped hundreds of employers reverse the trend and decrease 
MSK spend. To better understand exactly how Hinge Health creates MSK 
savings, a comprehensive multi-employer study was conducted to compare 
MSK medical claims spend for qualifying Hinge Health participants with  
a matched control group over two years. 

The medical claims analysis showed that the control group members without 
a digital MSK intervention had more than double (+229%) the invasive MSK 
treatment spend the next year, driven by the costs of surgery, injections, 
and emergency room visits. In contrast, Hinge Health reversed the trend 
on medical claims spend by decreasing MSK spend and utilization for 
participants across multiple categories, including 68.7% fewer Hinge Health 
participants undergoing invasive procedures as compared to the similar 
control-matched group.

1. Hinge Health Multi-Employer Control-Matched Medical Claims Analysis, 2021 2. Sehgat (2013) 3. Krauss (2021).

Third-party validated medical claims analysis proves that  
Hinge Health’s comprehensive clinical care team model,  
paired with advanced technology, is the right choice to  
reverse the MSK spend trend

Hinge Health reduces medical claims spend and achieves a Level 1 - Savings validation

Baseline spend

Change in medical claims spend per participant

Control group
Hinge Health group

Invasive 
Procedures

Imaging O�ce Visits Therapy Other

+$1656 +$14
-$31 -$39 -$56

+$70 +$12 +$44
-$13-$309

ROI

Medical claims 
reduced per 
Hinge Health participant



Hinge Health is the market leader and the preferred partner of 90% of health plans and 4 in 
5 employers who have chosen a digital MSK solution. View Validation Institute report here »  
Request a complementary analysis to see how your company can reduce MSK spend with 
Hinge Health.
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Multiple digital MSK solutions have fallen short of 
Validation Institute’s high bar for Level 1
The Validation Institute, an independent third party, has validated 50 different 
health solutions, including 5 MSK solutions. Hinge Health is the only digital 
MSK solution to receive the Institute’s Level 1—the most robust validation 
earned for savings. It certifies that Hinge Health has been proven to deliver 
credible and repeatable medical claims savings to its employer customers.

Hinge Health’s proven medical 
spend reductions are a direct 
result of its comprehensive 
clinical care team model. Our 
experts—Doctors of physical 
therapy, physicians, orthopedic 
surgeons and board-certified 
health coaches—paired with 
advanced technology, enable 
us to deliver these repeatable 
medical claim savings, setting 
us apart from other digital 
MSK solutions. 

Validation

Outcomes

Level 1

• Proven clinical  
outcomes

• Proven, repeatable 
savings

• “Moved the needle” 
on an outcome 

• No savings 
validated

• No proven  
outcomes 

• No savings  
validated

Level 2 Level 3

Hinge Health MSK A MSK B

Level 1 - Savings
Can produce a reduction of health care spend including 
the cost of the provider. Product/solution has produced, 
and replicated a lower cost for healthcare overall or a 
specific component of healthcare

Level 2 - Outcomes
Product/solution has measurably “moved the needle” on an outcome 
(risk, hba1c, events, employee retention, etc.) of importance 

Level 3 - Contractual Integrity
No outcomes or savings has been shown, but vendor is willing to put a 
part of their fees “at risk” as a guarantee

Level 4 - Metrics
Claim is made that—with sourced, overridable assumptions linked to peer-
reviewed or government sources
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